Algorithms in Bioinformatics: A
Practical Introduction
Motif Finding

Composition of our genome


Genome contains





Protein coding genes
However, it only covers <2% of the human
genome.

What are the remaining part?




Non-coding RNAs
Regulatory sequences
“Junk” region

We focus on this part today.

Pajama experiment




Pajama stands for Pardee, Jacob, and Monod. (Based on this
experiment and other contribution, Jacob and Monod obtain Nobel
Prize in 1965.)
They did the following experiment in E.coli and showed that some
proteins called transcription factors control the gene expression.

β-galactosidase

lactose

an operon of 3 genes

X
an operon of 3 genes

What is the use of the
regulatory sequences?


Control the gene expressions in term of time:






Control the gene expressions in term of
location:




E.g. for fission yeast cell cycle, it is divided into
four phases: G1 phase, S phase, G2 phase, and M
phase.
Different genes are expressed in different phases.

E.g. tissue specific genes.

Control the gene expressions in term of
amount:


E.g. with enhancers, the gene expression is higher.

Genes are regulated in many
levels


Transcription control




Control if the transcription can start

Post transcription control




We focus on
transcription control today!

Control the splicing, miRNA, etc

Post translation control


Control on protein level

DNA

transcription

RNA

translation

Protein

Gene Regulatory Regions




Regulatory sequences contain a number of
transcription factor binding sites
Transcription factor binding in different contexts has
different effects on transcriptional initiation activity
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Why it is important to study TFs?



TFs control transcription.
Reprogramme cells.





E.g., Oct4 and Klf4 are master TFs which can turn
human neural stem cells into human ES cells.

Pluripotent stem cells induced from adult neural stem cells by
reprogramming with two factors. Nature, 2008.
Two factor reprogramming of human neural stem cells into
pluripotency. PLoS One, 2009.

Transcriptional Control (I)

Transcriptional Control (II)

Protein-DNA binding sites


Binding sites usually consist of 5-12 bases (upto 30 bp)
Transcription
factor
AGCTAAACCACGTGGCATGGGACGTATGCCCAGTA
Binding site



Binding site sequence preferences of protein factors is not
exact. It may be represented as a weight matrix

Transcriptional control (III)
aacgactatataaaccgaacgtactatttcccac gene1
tcagtttccctaaaccacggcatactatttcccac gene2
tcacgtacagcatccacggcatactacacacac gene3



Red color: gene region, Yellow color: promoter region.
Transcription factor like the rectangle will interact
with the binding site (motif) tataaa.

Three steps to understand
motif
Find a set of promoters which contain the
same motif.

1.




Homologous genes in different species
Co-expressed genes
ChIP data

3.

Look for the motif using some
computational method.
Evaluate the motifs by experiment



We describe Steps 1 and 3 first.

2.

Homologous genes




Homologous genes in different species
have similar function.
We expect that they are regulated by
the same transcription factors.
human
mouse
rat
dog
rabbit

Finding co-expressed genes
through microarray






Co-expressed genes are
genes that expressed
together.
They can be identified
through clustering of
microarray data.
They are likely to be
regulated by the same
transcription factors.

http://www.sri.com/pharmdisc/cancer_biology/laderoute.html

ChIP experiment (I)


Chromatin immunoprecipitation experiment


Detect the interaction between protein
(transcription factor) and DNA.

ChIP experiment (II)




Input: the sequences from ChIP
experiment
Output: the over-represented short
patterns (binding site).

Evaluate the motif by
experiment






Experiments to verify regulatory sites
are tedious and time-consuming.
One approach is to mutate different
combinations of nucleotides until
functionality changes.
Hence, computational methods should
reduce the number of possible
candidate motifs.

The Motif Finding Problem
GCACGCGGTATCGTTAGCTTGACAATGAAGACCCCCGCTCGACAGGAAT
GCATACTTTGACACTGACTTCGCTTCTTTAATGTTTAATGAAACATGCG
CCCTCTGGAAATTAGTGCGGTCTCACAACCCGAGGAATGACCAAAGTTG
GTATTGAAAGTAAGTAGATGGTGATCCCCATGACACCAAAGATGCTAAG
CAACGCTCAGGCAACGTTGACAGGTGACACGTTGACTGCGGCCTCCTGC
GTCTCTTGACCGCTTAATCCTAAAGGGAGCTATTAGTATCCGCACATGT
GAACAGGAGCGCGAGAAAGCAATTGAAGCGAAGTTGACACCTAATAACT


Given a set of regulatory sequences that possibly
bind to the same protein factor. Obtained using




Experimental techniques such as EMSA, ChIP
Orthologous genes across various species
Coregulated genes identified by microarray analysis

The Motif Finding Problem
GCACGCGGTATCGTTAGCTTGACAATGAAGACCCCCGCTCGACAGGAAT
GCATACTTTGACACTGACTTCGCTTCTTTAATGTTTAATGAAACATGCG
CCCTCTGGAAATTAGTGCGGTCTCACAACCCGAGGAATGACCAAAGTTG
GTATTGAAAGTAAGTAGATGGTGATCCCCATGACACCAAAGATGCTAAG
CAACGCTCAGGCAACGTTGACAGGTGACACGTTGACTGCGGCCTCCTGC
GTCTCTTGACCGCTTAATCCTAAAGGGAGCTATTAGTATCCGCACATGT
GAACAGGAGCGCGAGAAAGCAATTGAAGCGAAGTTGACACCTAATAACT




A computational algorithm searches for the
common binding site pattern called MOTIF
Above example is the list of instances of a motif
TTGACA. Note that each instance has at most 1
mutation.

Motif model
TTGACA
TCGACA
TTGACA
TTGAAA
ATGACA
TTGACA
GTGACA
TTGACT
TTGACC
TTGACA



Consensus
Pattern

Positional
Weight
Matrix (PWM)

TTGACA
nucleotide
A
C
G
T

alignment position
1
2
3 4
5
6
0.1 0
0 1 0.1 0.8
0 0.1 0 0 0.9 0.1
0.1 0
1 0
0
0
0.8 0.9 0 0
0 0.1

Motif can be described in two ways based
on the binding sites discovered

More on motif model (I)


There are dependencies between nucleotides at
different positions in binding sites. We can enrich the
motif model by incorporating those dependencies.








Zhou and Liu (2004) incorporate pairwise dependencies into
the motif model
Barash et al (2003) use Bayesian network to model a motif,
allowing arbitaray dependencies between positions.
Hong et al (2005) represent the motif using boosted
classifiers
Xing et al (2004) represent the motif using a hidden Markov
Dirichlet multinomial model.

More on motif model (II)






Though incorporating position dependencies
improve the motif model, it is also easier to
over-fit the model.
Benos et al (2002) observe that in reality,
PWM and consensus sequence usually
provides a very good approximation.
Hence, most of this lecture will focus on PWM
and consensus sequence.

The motif finding problem


A motif is identified as a prominent pattern




A scoring function measures the motif’s degree of
conservation, e.g. total distance score
The motif is prominent compared to random
patterns in the sequence

GCACGCGGTATCGTTAGCTTGACAATGAAGACCCCCGCTCGACAGGAAT
GCATACTTTGACACTGACTTCGCTTCTTTAATGTTTAATGAAACATGCG
CCCTCTGGAAATTAGTGCGGTCTCACAACCCGAGGAATGACCAAAGTTG
GTATTGAAAGTAAGTAGATGGTGATCCCCATGACACCAAAGATGCTAAG
CAACGCTCAGGCAACGTTGACAGGTGACACGTTGACTGCGGCCTCCTGC
GTCTCTTGACCGCTTAATCCTAAAGGGAGCTATTAGTATCCGCACATGT
GAACAGGAGCGCGAGAAAGCAATTGAAGCGAAGTTGACACCTAATAACT

Motif finding methods (I)


Motif finding problem is NP-hard!



Scan for known motifs



Motif discovery by over-representation









MEME (Expectation maximization)
Gibbs Sampler
SP-STAR
Winnower
Random projection
Mitra
Weeder
SPACE

Motif finding methods (II)


Use expression level to guide the motif
finding

REDUCER, GMEP, MDscan, Motif Regressor
Discover composite motif










Comparative Genomic





In higher eukaryotes, motifs are usually short (6-12 base
pairs) and work in combination.
So, it is good to discover composite motif.
Finding motifs which are conserved across species.
Phylogenetic foot-printer

Motif finding with knowledge from protein
structure


Finding motif with the structure information of Cys2His2 Zinc
Finger (RECOMB 2005)

Scanning for known motifs


The literature has some known TF
motifs.




E.g. TRANSFAC database

Given the set of input sequences,


we can scan for known experimental TF
binding sites in the input sequences

Some known binding sites
SITE_ID FACTOR(S)

SITE

SYSTEM

SEQUENCE

S00655
S00906
S01822
S00610
S00857
S00859
S01187
S01188
S01026
S01027
S01028
S00783
S00739
S01171
S01765
S01763
S01206
S01172
S01927
S00845

(E2)-EIIaE1
(GR)-Mo-MuLV
(Myogenin) CS
(SRF)-actin
(Sp1)-MT-I.1
(Sp1)-MT-I.2
(Sp1)-TK.1
(Sp1)-TK.2
(Sp1)-U2snR.1
(Sp1)-U2snR.2
(Sp1)-U2snR.3
(TFIID/TBF)-RS
(TFIID/TBP)-H2B1
16S/32S rRNA.1
21-boxAl
21-boxAr
28S RNA termination CS
30S rRNA.IF3
3MC-inducible-GST-Ya site
60k-protein RS1

MAMM
MAMM
MAMM
MAMM/AMPHI
MAMM
MAMM
MAMM
MAMM
MAMM
MAMM
MAMM
MAMM
ECHINO
PROK
PROK
PROK
MAMM
PROK
MAMM
PLANT

GACGTAGTTTTCGCGC
AGAACAGATG
TTGCACCTGTTNNTT
AAGATGCGGATATTGGCGAT
GGGGGCGG
TGCACTCCGCCC
CCCCGCCC
GGGGCGGCGCGG
GGGCGG
ACGCCC
GGGCGG
TATAAA
TATAAATAG
TTTATATG
GGCTCTTTA
TGCTCTTTA
AGGTCGACCAGWWNTCCG
AGGT
CGTCAGGCATGTTGCGTGCA
GAATTTAATTAA

BPV-E2
(GR)
(Myogenin)
(SRF)
(Sp1)
(Sp1)
(Sp1)
(Sp1)
(Sp1)
(Sp1)
(Sp1)
(TFIID/TBF)
(TFIID/TBP)
unknown
unknown
unknown
TT factor
unknown
unknown
60k-protein

How to scan a motif? (I)




Given a PWM Θ[1..4,1..W] of length W
and a DNA pattern P[1..W],
The score of the pattern is





∏i=1..W Θ[P[i],i]
Or Σi=1..W log Θ[P[i],i]

If the score is bigger than certain user
defined threshold th,


We say the pattern looks like a motif.



Example, for the pattern TTGACA,


The score is 0.8 x 0.9 x 1 x 1 x 0.9 x 0.8.
nucleotide
A
C
G
T

alignment position
1
2
3 4
5
6
0.1 0
0 1 0.1 0.8
0 0.1 0 0 0.9 0.1
0.1 0
1 0
0
0
0.8 0.9 0 0
0 0.1

How to scan motif? (II)


Given a long sequence S,



We just check every length-W substring.
If score of any substring is higher than th,






Report it as a motif.

Very often, we need to scan 1000
matrices.
This approach can take a few hours.

How to scan motif? (III)


One solution is speedup the task is to
use suffix tree.


Think about it!

De novo motif discovery by overrepresentation


Two approaches:



PWM approach
(l,d)-motif approach

Gibb Sampler

Motif model Θ




A length-L motif can be represented as a 4xL
PWM Θ.
For any length-L sequence X=x1x2…xL, we
can check if it is similar to the PWM by
computing
L

Pr( X | Θ) = ∏ f x j j
j =1

Θ 1

2

……

L

A fA1 fA2

……

fAL

C fC1 fC2

……

fCL

G fG1 fG2 ……

fGL

T fT1 fT2

fTL

……

Background model Θ0






Suppose we are given a set of sequences with no
motif.
In this case, we can compute the frequency of each
nucleotide. Such a model Θ0 is called the background
model.
For any length-L sequence x1x2…xL, we can check if
it looks similar to the background by
L
Θ0
Pr( X | Θ 0 ) = ∏ p x j
j =1

A

pA

C

pC

G

p
G

T

p

Pr(X|Θ) and Pr(X|Θ0)




If X is a motif, it should looks similar to Θ and
looks different from Θ0
For example,



Pr(TATAA|Θ) = 0.7*0.8*0.6*0.7*0.8 = 0.18816
Pr(TGATA|Θ0) = 0.256 = 0.000244
Θ 1

2

3

4

5

A 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.7 0.8
C 0

0.1 0.2 0

0.1

G 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1
T 0.7 0

0.6 0.1 0

Motif finding problem:
Maximum Likelihood Problem


Given a set of sequences S, our
problem is to find a motif model Θ and
the set of corresponding instances Z
which maximizes the log likelihood ratio
score, which is
log Pr(Z|Θ)/Pr(Z|Θ0)
where Θ0 is the background model.


Maximum Likelihood Problem




Among all instances in Z, let cij is the number
of occurrences of character j at position i.
Note that





Pr(Z|Θ) = Πi=1toLΠj=1to4 fijCij
log Pr(Z|Θ) = Σi=1toLΣj=1to4 cij log fij
Similarly, log Pr(Z|Θ0) = Σi=1toLΣj=1to4 cij log pj
Hence,


log Pr(Z|Θ)/Pr(Z|Θ0) = Σi=1toLΣj=1to4 cij log (fij/pj)

Solution to the maximization
problem


Brute force method:




Try all possible (Θ, Z) to find the
parameters which maximizes
log Pr(Z|Θ)/Pr(Z|Θ0).

Sampling method:


Randomly select a set of (Θ, Z) and choose
the one which maximizes
log Pr(Z|Θ)/Pr(Z|Θ0).

How to select the sample?




The sample space (Θ, Z) is big. How to
select the sample?
We hope to sample (Θ, Z) with higher
chance




whenever log Pr(Z|Θ)/Pr(Z|Θ0) is big.

Solution: Gibbs Sampling

Gibbs sampling: a technique to
do random sampling




With Gibbs sampling, the chance of selecting
x is proportional to g(x).
Find max g(x) using Gibbs sampling:




Initially: Randomly select x=(x1, x2, …, xk) and set
curr_max = g(x)
Iterate until satisfied:






Randomly choose an i
Change x=(x1, …, xi-1, xi, xi+1, …, xk) to
x’=(x1,…, xi-1, x’i, xi+1, …, xk)
Set curr_max = max { curr_max, g(x’) }
Set x = x’

Applying Gibbs Sampling to motif
finding





Try to maximize log Pr(Z|Θ)/Pr(Z|Θ0) using Gibbs sampling.
However, such approach has too many parameters (Z, Θ).
Instead, we apply Gibbs sampling on Z only. Θ is defined to be
the PWM of all the words in Z.
TTGACA
TCGACA
TTGACA
TTGAAA
ATGACA
TTGACA
GTGACA
TTGACT
TTGACC
TTGACA

Positional
Weight
Matrix (PWM)

nucleotide
A
C
G
T

alignment position
1
2
3 4
5
6
0.1 0
0 1 0.1 0.8
0 0.1 0 0 0.9 0.1
0.1 0
1 0
0
0
0.8 0.9 0 0
0 0.1

Initialization


Randomly choose Z, says, one length-l
word per sequence.

Iterate the following steps until
the result is good
1.

Randomly choose a sequence i and delete its length-l word x.
i

2.

3.

Based on all the blue words, we define PWM Θ. Based on the
non-motif regions, we define background PWM Θ0.
For every length-l word x’ from sequence i,


4.

a likelihood score is defined to be Pr(Z-x+x’|Θ)/Pr(Z-x+x’|Θ0).

The probability that a length-l word is chosen is proportional
to the likelihood score.
i

More on Gibbs sampling




Different runs will give different results.
Normally, the motif is chosen to be the best
out of a number of runs (says, 20)
Various variants of the standard Gibbs
sampling approach have been developed.




Gibbs Motif Sampler
AlignACE
BioProspector

MEME

MEME model


MEME model:











a length-W PWM Θ, which models the words in X that satisfy the
motif model
a length-1 PWM Θ0, which models the words in X that satisfy the
background
λ: proportion of words satisfy the motif model Θ

Given a set of sequences, MEME describe them as a set of
length-W words X={X1,…,Xn}.
It aims to find Θ, Θ0, λ such that Pr(X | Θ, Θ0, λ) is maximized.
MEME apply Expectation-Maximization to find
Θ, Θ0, λ such that Pr(X | Θ, Θ0, λ) is maximized.

Hidden information


There is a hidden information to compute
Pr(X | Θ, Θ0, λ):




What is the set of words Z⊆X which satisfy the
motif model?

Expectation maximization iteratively finds



What is Z
Given Z, what Θ, Θ0, λ can maximize
Pr(X|Θ,Θ0,λ).

Expectation Maximization
Algorithm



Initial: Find Θ(0), Θ0(0), λ(0)
Repeat



Expectation: Find Pr(Xi∈Z|Θ(i), Θ0(i), λ(i))
Maximization: Find Θ(i+1), Θ0(i+1), λ(i+1)
which maximizes


ΣZ Pr(Z|Θ(i),Θ0(i),λ(i)) Pr(X,Z|Θ(i+1),Θ0(i+1),λ(i+1))

Expectation (I)


Pr(Xi∈Z|Θ, Θ0, λ) =


λPr(Xi|Θ)/ {λPr(Xi|Θ)+(1-λ)Pr(Xi|Θ0)}

Expectation (II)


Given (1) Θ and Θ0 and (2) λ , compute the probability of
finding the site at every position in every sequence.

TGATATAACGATC
TGATA
GATAT
ATATA
TATAA
ATAAC
TAACG
AACGA
ACGAT
CGATC

p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9

Θ 1

2

3

4

5

Θ0

A 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.7 0.8

A

0.25

C 0

0.1

C

0.25

G 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1

G

0.25

T 0.7 0

T

0.25

p1 =

0.1 0.2 0

0.6 0.1 0

Pr(TGATA|Θ)λ
Pr(TGATA|Θ)λ+Pr(TGATA|Θ0)(1-λ)

Maximization (I)


We would like to find Θ’,Θ0’,λ’ which
maximize




ΣZ Pr(Z|Θ,Θ0,λ) Pr(X,Z|Θ’,Θ0’,λ’)

By differentiation, we get the formula
for Θ’,Θ0’,λ’


as demonstrated in the example.

Maximization (II)


Given the probabilities for every position and every
sequence, we refine the PWM of the motif.

TGATATAACGATC
TGATA
GATAT
ATATA
TATAA
ATAAC
TAACG
AACGA
ACGAT
CGATC

New λ =(Σ pi)/9

p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9

p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

TGATA
GATAT
ATATA
TATAA
ATAAC
TAACG
AACGA
ACGAT
CGATC

Get the weighted sum. Then, it is
normalized to give the new PWM
Θ of the motif.

Maximization (III)


Given the probabilities for every position and every
sequence, we refine the PWM of the motif.

TGATATAACGATC
TGATA
GATAT
ATATA
TATAA
ATAAC
TAACG
AACGA
ACGAT
CGATC

p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9

(1-p1) x TGATA
(1-p2) x GATAT
(1-p3) x ATATA
(1-p4) x TATAA
(1-p5) x ATAAC
(1-p6) x TAACG
(1-p7) x AACGA
(1-p8) x ACGAT
(1-p9) x CGATC
Get the weighted sum of A, C, G,
and T. Then, it is normalized to
give the new background model
Θ0 of the motif.

( l, d )-motif problem


Input:






a set S of m sequences, each of length n

( l, d )-motif model: the motif is of length l
and any binding site has at most d mutations
Our aim is to find patterns which satisfy the
(l, d )-motif model.

Example



tagtactaggtcggactcgcgtcttgccgc
caaggtccggctctcatattcaacggttcg
tacgcgccaaaggcggggctcgcatccggc
acctctgtgacgtctcaggtcgggctctcaa



(15,2)-motif: aggtcgggctcgcat





Methods to find (l,d)-motifs





Exhaustive pattern-driven algorithm
Sample-driven algorithm
Suffix-tree based algorithm
Graph-based method

Exhaustive pattern driven
algorithm (I)


Let S = {S1, S2, …, Sm}



For a length- pattern M,


Define δ(Si, M) be the minimum number of substitutions
between M and Si.



δ(Si, M) can be computed in O(dn) time.



Example:




Si = tacgcgccaaaggcggggctcgcatccggc
M = aggtcgggctcgcat
δ(Si, M) = 2

Exhaustive pattern driven
algorithm (II)


Define score(M) = Σi=1..m δ(Si, M),




which equals the total number of
mismatches.

Aim: Find a (,d)-motif M which
maximizes score(M).

Exhaustive pattern driven
algorithm (III)

Example



For M=aggtcgggctcgcat,
S1 = tagtactaggtcggactcgcgtcttgccgc




S2 = caaggtccggctctcatattcaacggttcg




δ(S3, M) = 2

S4 = acctctgtgacgtctcaggtcgggctctcaa




δ(S2, M) = 2

S3 = tacgcgccaaaggcggggctcgcatccggc




δ(S1, M) = 2

δ(S4, M) = 2

score(M) = 8

Time analysis



There are 4 different patterns M.
For each pattern M, we need to compute δ(Si,
M) for m sequences.







It takes O(mnd) time.

In total, the time complexity is O(mnd4).
The space complexity is O(mn).
Note: A similar algorithm is proposed by
Waterman.

Yeast Motif Finder (YMF)

Features of yeast motifs (I)




Sinha and Tompa have a study of Yeast
motifs in the literature (including Transfac
database and SCPD).
They have the following observations:
1.

2.

Many of the motifs such as the Gal4p binding site
CGGNNNNNNNNNNNCCG have spacers varying in
length from 1 to 11 bp. The spacer is usually in
the middle.
The number of well conserved bases (not
including spacers, of course) is usually in the
range 6-10.

Features of yeast motifs (II)
3.

4.

Insertions and deletions among binding sites are
uncommon, again because of the fixed structure of the
factor's DNA-binding domain.
When there is variation in a conserved motif position, it is
often a transition (that is, the substitution of a purine for a
purine, or a pyrimidine for a pyrimidine) rather than a
transversion. This is because of the similarity in nucleotide
size necessary to fit the transcription factor's fixed DNAbinding domain.

A

C

G

T

transition
transversion
strong
weak

Degenerated motif


A motif is called a degenerated motif if it is a
string with one gap (N’s) contains 6-10 bases
over the alphabet


{A, C, G, T, R, Y, S, W, N}
where R is purine (A, G), Y is pyrimidine (C, T), S
is strong (C, G), W is weak (A, T).
A

C

G

T

transition
transversion
strong
weak

Significant measure of a motif
(Z-score)


Given a set of sequences S, the Z-score of a
motif M is (occM – EM)/σM where







occM is the number occurrences of M,
EM is the expected number of occurrences in
random sequences
σM is the standard deviation in random sequences

Note: random sequence is an order-3 markov
chain represents the background sequence

YMF


Input:







A set of sequences S
The number of non-space characters x in the
motif
The maximum number of spaces w in the motif

Algorithm:


YMF enumerates all degenerated motifs M




with at most x non-space characters and at most w
spaces.

For each M, we compute its Z-score and rank
them.

Sample-driven algorithm

Sample-driven algorithm (II)








There are nm patterns P.

 l
Each pattern P has O  d 3  d-neighbors.


Each d-neighbor can be processed in O(nm l)
time.

l  

 3 l 
(
)
O
nm
In total, the running time is 
d  
d

2

d

Example of sample-driven method includes
Multiprofiler.

Suffix-tree based approach

Finding motif using suffix tree




Aim: To find a (,d)-motif which occurs
in at least q sequences in
S={S1,S2,…Sm}
Assumption:


We assume every (,d)-motif occurs in at
least one sequence without mismatch.

Finding motif using suffix tree
for (,0)-motif
1.

2.

Build a generalized suffix tree for
S={S1, S2, …, Sm}.
For every length- substring p of S,
traverse the suffix tree and look for p,


Find the number of distinct terminal
symbols under its subtree. If the number
≥ q, report p.

Finding motif using suffix tree
for (,d)-motif
Build a generalized suffix tree for S={S1, S2, …,
Sm}.
For every length- substring p[1..] of S,

1.

2.
1.

2.

Let PS be a set of paths. Initially, PS contains only one
path r, which is a path with the root node only. r is
associated with a error distance which is set to be 0.
For i=1 to ,
1.
2.
3.

3.

Extend all paths in PS by one symbol.
If the symbol is not p[i], increase the error by 1.
If the number of error is more than d, discard this path.

Compute the number of distinct terminal symbols under
the subtrees of all paths in PS. If the number ≥ q, report p.

Finding motif example (I)


1.

4

S1 = aacgt$, S2 = acgc#, S3 = cct%.
Find (3,1)-motif occurring in 3 sequences
Build a generalized suffix tree T in O(n) time.

%
5

c

t

# $ a
g
6
c
g
g
a
c
gc
#
t tc t
t t c
% $ # %
$ $ #
1 2 1 4 1
3 2 2

$

%
3
tc
$ #
4 3

6

Finding motif example (II)


4

For p[1..3]=cgt

%
5

c0

t1

# $ a1
g1
6
c
g
g
a
c
gc
# t tc t
t t c
% $ # %
$ $ #
1 2 1 4 1
3 2 2

$

%
3
tc
$ #
4 3

6

Finding motif example (II)
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For p[1..3]=cgt
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Finding motif example (III)


For p[1..3]=cgt
cgt occurs in 1,2,3
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More on suffix tree approach




People generalize the suffix tree
approach.
Examples:




Sagot 1998
Marsan&Sagot 2000
Weeder 2001 --- one of the best motif
finder according to Tompa testing [Nature
genetic 2005]

More on Weeder


Given a set of k sequences S,




Weeder finds (l,d)-motif M by utilizing the
suffix tree

For each (l,d)-motif discovered, we
need to assign a score to it.

More on Weeder Score


Given a set of k sequences S, Weeder finds a (l,d)-motif M such
that




Seq(M) = -Σi=1..kI(M,i) log(Exp(M,bi) |Si|) is a sequence specific
score where









Seq(M) + Ov(M) is maximized

I(M,i)=1 if M occurs in Si with at most d errors; 0, otherwise.
bi is the minimum number of mutations with the best occurrence of
M in Si.
Exp(M,bi) is the probability the a pattern looks similar to M with at
most bi mutations.
Note: Seq(M) is high if M is conserved and/or M appears in large
number of sequences

Ov(M) = log (Obs(M,d) / Exp(M,d) |S|) where


Obs(M,e) is the observed occurrences of M with at most d errors.

Graph-based method
Given a set of sequences S={S1,
S2, …, Sm},





Find a (l,d)-motif w such that




its occurrences in the m sequences are w1,
w2, …, wm; and
the score of w is the sum of pairs score (SP
score), which equals Σi,j δ(wi, wj).

Graph-based method: Winnower




Transform the motif finding problem to a
graph problem.
We construct a graph G as follows:






Every vertex in G corresponds to a length- word
in S
Consider two words x and y appear in two
different sequences in S. x and y are connected by
an edge if their hamming distance is at most 2d.

Note that G is m-partite graph.

Example


For (15,4)-motif, connect all words with distance at most 8:
atgaccgggatactgatAgAAgAAAGGttGGGtataatggagtacgataa
atgacttcAAtAAAAcGGcGGGtgctctcccgattttgagtatccctggg
gcaatcgcgaaccaagctgagaattggatgtcAAAAtAAtGGaGtGGcac
gtcaatcgaaaaaacggtggaggatttcAAAAAAAGGGattGgaccgctt

real signals

signal edges

spurious signals

spurious edges

Problem reduction




Finding a (,d)-motif corresponds to
finding a clique of size m.
Thus, the problem of finding motifs is
reduced to the problem of finding large
cliques.

Graph-based method: SP-STAR




Let W be the set of length- words in all m
sequences S1, S2, …, Sm.
For any length-ℓ word w∈W,
1.

2.





It finds the best match w1, w2, …, wm in each of the m
sequences.
Also, it get the consensus word, which is the word formed
by letters that are the most frequent in each column of the
set of words w1, w2, …, wm.
Note: the score of w is the sum of pairs score (SP score),
which equals Σi,j δ(wi, wj).
Repeat Steps 1 and 2 using the consensus word until SP
score cannot further improve.

Example: Step 1







w=AAAAAAAAGGGGGGG
S1
S2
S3
S4

=
=
=
=

atgaccgggatactgatAgAAgAAAGGttGGGtataatggagtacgataa
atgacttcAAtAAAAcGGcGGGtgctctcccgattttgagtatccctggg
gcaatcgcgaaccaagctgagaattggatgtcAAAAtAAtGGaGtGGcac
gtcaatcgaaaaaacggtggaggatttcAAAAAAAGGGattGgaccgctt

Example: Step 2

Consensus word


AGAAGAAAGGTTGGG
CAATAAAACGGCGGG
AAAATAATGGAGTGG
CAAAAAAAGGGATTG
—————————
AAAAAAAAGGGAGGG

Repeat Steps 1 and 2 using the consensus word until
SP score cannot further improve.

Summary


Consensus-based method:









Advantage: can guarantee to find global optimal since they can
optimize with data-structure like suffix trees.
Disadvantage: they will produce many spurious motifs
Disadvantage: For weakly constrained positions, consensus-based
methods can be problematic.
They are appropriate for short motifs. Hence, they are useful for
finding motifs in eukaryotic genomes.

PWM-based method:





Advantage: Requiring few search parameters
Disadvantage: Cannot guarantee to find global optimal solutions.
Disadvantage: sensitive to small changes in the input data
They are appropriate for long motifs since longer motif provide
enough probability support. Hence, they are useful for finding
motifs in prokaryotes where motifs are generally longer.

Experimental Results


Motif Assessment Benchmark Datasets
(Tompa, 2005).
 Consists of 56 datasets from 4 different
species
(fly, human, mouse, yeast).
 Each dataset contain 1 to 35 sequences.
 Sequence length up to 3K bp.
 http://bio.cs.washington.edu/assessment/

Evaluation Measures
Sn (Recall) =

TP
TP + FN

PPV (Precision) =

TP
TP + FP

PC (Performance Coef) =

CC (Correl Coef) =

TP
TP + FN + FP

TP.TN − FN .FP
(TP + FN )(TN + FP )(TP + FP )(TN + FN )
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Experimental Results –
Benchmark Dataset
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Motif Ensemble methods

Motif finding problem


Motif finding is an important problem






since it is the critical step to understand
the regulatory mechanism of genes.

Many methods have been developed in
the last ten years.
Is the motif finding problem solved?

Is the performance of existing motif
finders impressive?


E.g. based on the benchmark dataset by Tompa,
the current best motif finder SPACE has sensitivity
0.126 and specificity 0.334.

Is the performance of individual motif
finders consistent?




In Tompa benchmark dataset, we cannot find any motif
finder which is consistently good for all datasets.
Different motif finders discover different binding sites
So, for a particular
dataset, how do
we select which
motif finder to use?

Among the top-30 motifs, the 10 motif finders can discover 243 binding sites in Tompa’s
benchmark dataset. (a) shows the numbers of sites that can be found by (i) both groups, (ii)
(l,d) model group only, and (iii) PWM model group only. (b) focuses on the three (l,d) motif
finders and shows the number of sites that can be found by various combination of 3 (l,d) motif

Suppose we fixed the motif finder.
Should we just trust rank-1 motif?


It is not straightforward to decide how many motifs
in the output list we should consider. Motifs of
lower rank may be useful to reveal real binding
sites.

For a particular motif finders, should we study the motifs of lower rank?
If yes, how many candidate motifs should we study?

Current issues


Though many de novo motif finders have
been proposed,






practitioners and biological researchers still fail to
utilize those motif finders.

Different papers use different motif finders.
Practitioners and biological researchers still
have a lot of questions when they apply de
novo motif finders!

Solution 1



Choose the best motif finder
Report its top motif.
Choose SPACE!
Sensitivity: 0.126
Specificity: 0.334
Is it good enough?

Solution 2



Choose the best motif finder
Select its top-k motifs. From the figure, SPACE is
the best!

When we consider the
sites predicted by top-30
motifs of the best
individual motif finder, the
sensitivity is improved
from 0.126 to 0.175.
This suggests that, even if

How about ensemble method?


Conclusion from the previous discussion:


There is no single universal motif finder which have good
sensitivity.



Observation: The true sites predicted by different motif finders
are different.



Should we consult diverse motif finders to identify the correct
motif and the corresponding binding sites?



Harbison, et.al 2000, Hu and Kihara 2005, and Tompa 2005
hinted possible improvement by combining output of several
programs.

Solution 3



Use all motif finders.
Select all top-k motifs.

Is it effective to include motifs
from lower rank? (I)






If we just consider the predicted rank 1 motifs by the 10 motif finders,
the sensitivity is 0.177.
The sensitivity is improved to 0.439 when we consider the top-30
motifs of all 10 motif finders.
This suggests an improvement of 148% in sensitivity. This observation
suggests that rank 2 or above binding sites predicted by all 10 motif
finders are useful.

Sensitivity

Specificity

Is it effective to include motifs
from lower rank? (II)








Though rank 2 or above motifs predicted by various motif finders may help to
improve sensitivity, majority of them are noise.
For instance, in Tompa’s dataset, among all sites predicted by the rank 2-30
motifs of the 10 motif finders, only 0.47% of them are real binding sites.
On the other hand, 6.27% of the sites predicted by the rank 1 motifs of the 10
motif finders are real binding sites.
Hence, there is more noise for rank 2 or above motifs.

Sensitivity

Specificity

Need some good ensemble
method!


We cannot just simply select all top-k
motifs predicted by all motif finders




since it has a lot of junk sites.

We need some good way to ensemble
the results of different motif finders!


Filter the noise!

Exisiting motif ensemble
methods


There are 6 existing ensemble methods:


SCOPE (2007) and BEST (2006)




WebMotifs (2007), RGSMiner (2004), and
MultiFinder (2006)




rerank all motifs reported by individual finders under
certain scoring function and report the top motif.

cluster motifs based on the sequence similarity and
report a representative motif from the cluster

EMD (2006)


groups the predicted sites of the motifs of the same rank
reported by multiple motif finders together and generate
a motif from these sites.

Motif-based ensemble
methods



SCOPE and BEST
WebMotifs, RGSMiner, and MultiFinder


They just select one motif out of all

MotifFinder 1  M11, M12, …, M1m
MotifFinder 2  M21, M22, …, M2m
Select one motif!
…
MotifFinder k  Mk1, Mk2, …, Mkm


The performance of motif-based ensemble methods
is limited by the best motif found by individual motif
finders.

Rank-based ensemble method


EMD


It just selects a group of motif in the same rank.

MotifFinder 1  M11, M12, …, M1m

G1={M11, M21, …, Mk1}

MotifFinder 2  M21, M22, …, M2m

G2={M12, M22, …, Mk2}

…
MotifFinder k  Mk1, Mk2, …, Mkm



…

Select
one group!

Gm={M1m, M2m, …, Mkm}

If the true sites are distributed in motifs of distributed in motifs
of different ranks, the performance of EMD will decrease
dramatically.

Limitation of existing
ensemble methods (I)




The existing ensemble methods just try
to find good motif/sites from the set of
motifs reported by mutliple motif
finders.
They did not consider the negative
information! That is, the sites that do
not look real.

Limitation of existing
ensemble methods (II)




It is expected that true motifs/sites are
likely to be predicted by multiple motif
finders.
None of the existing ensemble methods
explicitly utilizes this fact.

Our solution
1.

Among the motifs reported by multiple
motif finders,


2.

We hope to select motifs which contain
true sites!

Given the set X of selected motifs, X
still contains noise sites


We hope to filter the noise sites

MotifVoter



Input: m basic motif finders, each reporting n motifs.
There are three stages:


Stage 1: Motif selection




Stage 2: Site refinement




Among all the candidate motifs predicted by the m motif finders, this stage select
candidate motifs with high chance containing true sites.
Based on the candidate motifs retained in Stage 1, we identify a set of sites with
high confidence that they are real binding sites.

Stage 3: PWM generation


From the sites computed in Stage 2, we generate the PWM of the motif.

Stage 1: Motif selection


We try to identify a set of
motifs X such that




Discriminate criteria: X are
highly similar while P-X are
highly dis-similar.
Consensus criteria: X
contains motifs predicted
by as many motif finders
as possible.

Similarity of two motifs




Consider two motifs x and y. Let I(x) be the set of instances of
motif x. Let I(x)∩I(y) be the set of regions covered by both x
and y.
The similarity sim(x, y) = |I(x)∩I(y)| / |I(x)∪I(y)|.




Note that 0 ≤ sim(x, y) ≤ 1 and sim(x, x) = 1.

For example,




|I(A)∩I(B)|=16.
|I(A)∪I(B)|=55.
Hence, sim(A, B) = 16/55.

Similarity of a set of motifs X


Let X be some subset of candidate motifs of
P. The mean similarity among the candidate
motifs in X, denoted as sim(X), is defined as:

∑

sim( x, y )

x , y∈X

| X2 |



The w-score of X, denoted by w(X), is defined
as:
| X |2 sim( X )

∑ (sim( x, y) − sim( X ))

x , y∈ X

2

Goodness of a set of motifs X


Discriminate Criteria: Find a set X of candidate motifs
which maximize A(X) score.
A( X ) =



w( X )
w( P − X )

Consensus Criteria: Since we expect most of the
motif finders are effective, we have an additional
criterion that X must contain candidate motifs
predicted by as many motif finders as possible.

Naïve solution to find X




We generate all possible X ⊆ P such
that X contains motifs predicted as
many motif finders as possible.
Among all such X,




Find X with maximum A(X).

This algorithm runs in exponential time.

Some believe



Let X be the set which maximizes A(X).
General believe: Given that X contains a. If X
also contains c, it is likely that X contains b.


Reason: sim(a,b) > sim(a,c)!

c
b
a

Heuristics to find X such that
A(X) is maximized.
Let P be a set of k motifs
For every z ∈ P,







Sort p1, p2, …, pk such that sim(z,pi)≥sim(z,pi+1)
for i=1,…,k-1.
Let Xz,j = {z, p1, p2, …, pj}. We compute A(Xz,j)
for j=1,…,k.

Among all A(Xz,j) for z∈P and j=1,…,k, we
choose Xz,j such that



1.
2.

It maximizes A(Xz,j)
It contains as many motif finders as possible.

Example

Example
X1 = 1’s brown moitf

Example
X1 = 1’s brown moitf
X2 = 1’s brown and 1’s red moitf

Example
X1 = 1’s brown moitf
X2 = 1’s brown and 1’s red moitf
X3 = 1’s brown, 1’s red,
1’s purple moitf

Example
X1 = 1’s brown moitf
X2 = 1’s brown and 1’s red moitf
X3 = 1’s brown, 1’s red,
1’s purple moitf
X4 = 2’s brown, 1’s red,
1’s purple moitf

Example
X1 = 1’s brown moitf
X2 = 1’s brown and 1’s red moitf
X3 = 1’s brown, 1’s red,
1’s purple moitf
X4 = 2’s brown, 1’s red,
1’s purple moitf
X5 = 2’s brown, 1’s red,
2’s purple moitf

Example
X1 = 1’s brown moitf
X2 = 1’s brown and 1’s red moitf
X3 = 1’s brown, 1’s red,
1’s purple moitf
X4 = 2’s brown, 1’s red,
1’s purple moitf
X5 = 2’s brown, 1’s red,
2’s purple moitf
X6 = 2’s brown, 1’s red,
2’s purple, 1’s green moitf
X6 satisifies both discriminate
and consensus criteria!

Stage 2: Site refinement


Given X, first, we accept all the regions which are covered by sites of at least
two motifs x and y in X where x and y are predicted by two different motif
finders.




The reason behind is that it is unlikely that several motif finders predict the same
spurious binding sites.

Second, we accept all the sites of the highest confident motif in X.


The highest confident motif has the wider overlap regions with other motifs in X.

Purple
color motif
is the
highest
confident
motif.

Stage 3: PWM generation


1.

2.

Given all sites generated in Stage 2, this stage
generates a PWM motif.
A multiple sequence alignment of those sites are
computed using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004).
A PWM is generated from the alignment to model
the motif.

Actual implementation of
MotifVoter


We selected 10 motif finders that performed
reasonably well on Tompa’s benchmark and
were easily obtainable from public domain:






AlignACE, ANN-Spec, BioProspector, Improbizer,
MDScan, MEME, MotifSampler,
MITRA, SPACE, and Weeder.

For each motif finders, we select the top 30
motifs!

Evalution criteria
Sensitivity and specificity

1.

Out of all the true sites found by
individual motif finders, how many %
of them are discovered by the
ensemble method?

2.



If it is 100%, we say the ensemble
method is optimal.

Experimental Results


Comparison with stand alone motif
finders





Tompa’s Benchmark
Metazoan Datasets

Comparison with ensemble motif finders



E.Coli, Intergenic (Salgado, et.al. 2003)
Chip-Seq Yeast (Harbison, et.al, 2000)

Experimental Result for
Tompa’s dataset
Improvement:
SN (215%)
PPV (45%)

MotifVoter achieves the maximum
possible sensitivity with higher
specificity






Since MotifVoter is based on the results from other individual motif finders, the
maximum possible sensitivity that MotifVoter can achieve is the sensitivity of all
binding sites reported by all motif finders used in MotifVoter.
For Tompa’s dataset, the maximum possible sensitivity using 10 basic motif
finders is 0.44 while the sensitivity of MotifVoter is 0.42.
Note that MotifVoter did not sacrifice the specificity. As shown before, it
achieves a much higher specificity than any of the best motif finders.

Robustness of MotifVoter on
different species





MotifVoter achieves the highest nSN and nPPV in all four species human, mouse,
fruitfly and yeast dataset.
But MotifVoter made major improvement on human dataset (76%) followed by
fruitfly (74%) while the least improvement is made on yeast dataset (47%).
The binding sites in human, mouse, and fruitfly are much less conserved than
yeast. Current motif finders cannot model them successfully.
By making use of various modeling capability of different basic motif finders,
MotifVoter has a higher chance of capturing more diversed binding sites model
on human, mouse, and fruitfly.

Robustness of MotifVoter on
random motif finders


To demonstrate the robustness of MotifVoter, we included 1-5 random motif finders.






For each random motif finders, a random length-l string motif is picked from the input
sequences as a motif; then, the corresponding instances are generated using the (l,d) motif
model.

Even if we include 5 random motif finders (about half of the real motif finders we
use), the sensitivity (0.357) of MotifVoter is still significantly greater than the best
individual motif finder (0.126).
A similar observation is obtained for specificity. In other words, MotifVoter is quite
robust in this aspect.

Efficiency issue of MotifVoter
(I)



Running all 10 motif finders for MotifVoter may take too long time.
The following result shows that even if we only execute the fastest x,
says x=3, 4, 5, motif finders in MotifVoter, we can still improve the
sensitivity and specificity of the resulting motifs when compared to the
best individual motif finder.

Efficiency issue of MotifVoter
(II)




The running time of 10 programs based on Tompa and
Metazoan dataset on a 3.6Ghz Xeon Linux workstation with 4
processors and 8GB RAM.
Note that the total running time of the fastest 5 motif finders is
still faster than MEME.

Performance Validation on
Metazoan Datasets (I)






We repeat our experiment using a Metazona dataset which contains only real genomic
sequences. The Metazoan dataset is taken from ABS database17
(http://genome.imim.es/datasets/abs2005/index.html).
It consists of 68 datasets. The binding sites are gathered from the literature collection in
which they are experimentally verified. The sites and the promoter sequences have been
manually curated to ensure data consistency.
It has been constructed based on real transcription factor binding sites drawn from four
different organisms human, rat and mouse.

Performance Validation on
Metazoan Datasets (II)




The maximum possible sensitivity is 0.668 while MotifVoter has
a sensitivity of 0.65 by missing only a few binding sites.
Furthermore, the performance of MotifVoter across different
species in Metazoan dataset is also the best.

Examples of motifs discovered
in Metazoan Datasets

Comparison with Other Ensemble


On E.Coli Datasets with SCOPE and
EMD

Performance comparison on Yeast ChIPchip dataset from Harbison et al.
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
BEST

BEST
Webmotifs
SCOPE
MotifVoter

Number of
real motif
found on
overall media
40
51
42
56

Webmotifs

Number of
real motif
found on rich
media (YPD)
9
14
20
28

SCOPE

MotifVoter

Number
of known
published
motifs
65
65
65
65

Percentage of
true motif
found on
overall media
61.54%
78.46%
64.62%
86.15%

Percentage of
true motif
found on rich
media (YPD)
13.85%
21.54%
30.77%
43.08%

Example motifs found in Yeast
ChIP-Chip

Evaluation on 9 mammallian
ChIP-Chip datasets
TF
CREB

Actual

MotifVoter

SCOPE

E2F

HNF4

HNF6

ATCGAT

MYOD

MYOG

CAGCTG

NFKB

NOTCH
SoX

TGGGAA
C[AT]TTGTT

Program never
returns result.

BEST

Evaluation on ChIP-seq Sox2,
Oct4, Nanog dataset


From in-house ChIP-seq dataset,




we extract 50 regions where Sox2, Oct4,
and Nanog peaks are overlapped.

We run Weeder and MotifVoter.

Weeder Rank 1
MotifVoter
Weeder Rank 2

Why MotifVoter is good?

Motif finding utilizing
additional information

Can we improve motif finding?






Previous methods try to find motif given a set
of sequences.
Can we extract motif utilizing additional
information?
Below, we discuss two ideas:



Motif finding utilizing expression profile
Motif finding utilizing phylogenetic information.

Regulatory element detection
using correlation with expression
Harmen J. Bussemaker, Hao Li, and
Eric D. Siggia
Nature Genetics 2001

Motif finding utilizing
expression profile


Given the expression profiles of genes,






Previous lecture suggested to find coexpress genes.
Then, partition the genes into disjoint
clusters;
Afterward, perform motif finding on each
cluster.

Motif finding utilizing
expression profile (II)


Since gene control is multifactorial,




groups of genes defined by a common motif will
not be mutually disjointed, and
Partitioning the data into disjoint clusters will
cause loss of information.
M1
g6

g1

g3

g7 g2
M3

g8

g5
g12

g9

g10
g11
g4

g13 M2

REDUCE





Avoid clustering expression profile
Correlating the expression ratio of each
gene with their motifs
Find all statistically significant motifs



up to certain specified length; or
dimers (motif pairs with fixed spacing)

Model






Let E be the expression level of the gene
Let Ni be the number of occurrences of the motif mi in the
promoter of the gene
Assume additivity of the contributions from different motifs.
log2 E = C + Σ Fi Ni


where Fi is the contribution of motif mi.
E

m3

m1

m2

m3

gene

log2 E = C + F1 N1 + F2 N2 + F3 N3
where N1=1, N2=1, N3=2

Full Model





Ag is a vector of the log2 expression ratio of gene g
C is a vector of the baseline expression level (All entries are the
same)
Fµ is the effect of the motif µ.





+ve means activator
-ve means inhibitor

Nµg is the number of occurrences of µ in the promoter region of
gene g
N

A

C

g

=
Ag

F
C

C

C

C

C

g

µ

+
µ
Fµ

Nµg

Fitting the model


If there is no motif, the model is





For any gene g, Ag = C.
In this case, to minimize the error, we set C = Ā.

If there is only single motif µ, the model is as follows.



For any gene g, Ag = C + Fµ Nµg
We would like to estimate C and Fµ which minimize sum of
square error, that is,
ε ( µ ) = ∑ ( Ag − C − Fµ N µg ) 2
g

Fitting the model


By differentiation with respect to C,
.
 We have Σg (Ag - C - Fµ Nµg) = 0
 Hence,
C = A−F N
µ



µ

Substitute C into the formula and differentiate
with respect to Fµ,


We have

∑ ( A − A )( N µ − N µ )
Fµ =
∑ (Nµ − Nµ )
g

g

g

2

g

g

Fitting the model


In general, Fµ can be computed by
solving the following linear equations.

∑(A

g

g



− A )( Nηg − Nη ) = ∑ Fµ (∑ ( N µg − N µ )( Nηg − Nη ))
µ

g

C can be computed by
C = A − ∑ Fµ N µ
µ

Normalized error of a motif µ


For a model with no motif,


The minimum sum of square error is
Σg (Ag – Ā)2.



For a model with one motif µ,


The minimum sum of square error is

ε ( µ ) = ∑ g ( Ag − A ) 2


g

The normalized error is χ2
1−



(
( A − A )( N
∑
−

(∑ ( A − A )( N

∑

g

g

g

( Ag − A )

2

∑

g

µg

− Nµ )

g

∑

)

µg

− Nµ )

)

2

2
N
−
N
(
)
µ
µ
g
g

2

( N µg − N µ )

2

= 1 − ∆χ µ2

∆χ µ2 is in fact the reduction in error by motif µ.

Iterative procedure for finding
significant motifs (Stepwise regression)




2
Rank all possible motifs µ by ∆χ µ and select the
largest one. Set M={µ}.

Repeat until the selected motif is not significant,







Fit Fµ for all µ∈M.
Let A’ = A - Σµ∈M Fµ Nµ.
Let η∉M be the motif with the biggest ∆ ' χη2
Set M = M ∪ {η}.

There are more methods based on REDUCE in the
literature.

Discovery of Regulatory Elements
by a Computational Method for
Phylogenetic Footprinting
Mathieu Blanchette and Martin Tompa
Genome Research 2002

Slides are adopted from the authors’ slides.

Phylogenetic footprinter


Assumption:


The mutation rate of functional sequences
is slower than that of non-functional
sequences.

Substring Parsimony Problem


Input:







Aim:




A phylogenetic tree T
An orthologous sequence for each leaf in T
The length of the motif k
The parsimony threshold d
Find a set S of k-mers, each k-mer from a leaf of T, such
that the parsimony score of S in T is at most d.

This problem is NP-hard!

Small Example
AGTCGTACGTGAC... (Human)
AGTAGACGTGCCG... (Chimp)
ACGTGAGATACGT... (Rabbit)
GAACGGAGTACGT... (Mouse)
TCGTGACGGTGAT... (Rat)

Size of motif sought: k = 4
Parsimony threshold: d=1

Solution
ACGT

AGTCGTACGTGAC...
AGTAGACGTGCCG...

ACGT

ACGTGAGATACGT...
ACGT
ACGG

GAACGGAGTACGT...
TCGTGACGGTGAT...

Parsimony score: 1 mutation

An Exact algorithm

(generalizing Sankoff and Rousseau 1975)


For every node u in T, every length-k
substring s,




let Wu[s] = best parsimony score for subtree
rooted at node u, if u is labeled with string s.

For every leaves u in T,


Wu[s] = 0 if s is a substring of the orthologous
sequence in u; +∞, otherwise.

An Exact algorithm (II)
For every internal node u in T, every length-k
substring s,



Wu [s] = ∑ min ( Wv [t] + d(s, t) )
v: child t

of u
d(s,t) is the number of mutations between s and t.



E.g.

u

t

v

s
t’

v’

Wv[t]

Wu[s] =
mint(Wv[t]+d(s,t)) + mint’(Wv’[t’]+d(s,t’))
Wv’[t’]

An Exact Algorithm (III)
…
…

4k entries
…

ACG
G: 2
ACGT
: 1 ...

ACG
G: 1
ACGT
: 0 ...

ACGG:
+∞
AGTCGTACGTG
ACGT:
0
ACGGGACGTGC
...
…
ACGG:∞
ACGT :0
...

…
ACGG:∞
ACGT :0
...

…
ACGG:∞
ACGT :0
...

…

ACGG
: 1
ACGT:

ACGTGAGATAC
GAACGGAGTAC
TCGTGACGGTG

…

…

ACGG
: 0

ACGG:
0
ACGT:

Time analysis


Base case:



There are n leaves
Preprocess them takes O(n 4k + l) time




Recursive case:








where l is the total length of all orthologous sequence

For each node u, there are 4k possible length-k strings s
Hence, we need to fill-in 4k different Wu[s] entries.
If u has x children, each entry takes O(xk4k) time
Thus, O(xk42k) is required for u.
Since the total number of children is O(n), the recursive case
takes O(nk42k) time.

In total, the running time is O(k42kn + l) time.

